
The Grotto 

 

The Red Ranger and the Skeleton King made their way through 

the forest. It was dark and dangerous because bandits and all 

manner of monsters roamed the woods attacking unwary 

travellers but the Ranger and the Skeleton King were not afraid. 

Behind them were thirty fine fighting men and ladies and, even 

without these soldiers, they would not have been worried. The 

Ranger and the Skeleton King had just faced the Dragon Lord 

and, even if they had not technically vanquished him, they had 

scared him away so they knew they could easily see off a few 

wolves or goblins. The Ranger was, however, a little worried 

about another matter. He had promised Lord Stourhead the scales of a dragon to make into a fine set of armour 

- but he did not have the scales of a dragon. He had defeated the Dragon Lord using trickery to make him fly 

away in fear instead of killing him and now he was worried what Lord Stourhead would say. 

 

‘Unacceptable!’ yelled the Lord, spittle flying from his mouth. ‘You promise me dragonscale in exchange for the 

use of my thirty fighting men and ladies and you bring me nothing? Nothing at all? This is the last thing I need 

what with all the weird goings on every full moon. My peasants are scared out of their wits and I need a special 

suit of armour so that I can face up to whatever is attacking them. Unacceptable I say!’ 

The Red Ranger and the Skeleton King shuffled uncomfortably and stared at their feet. They had suspected that 

the Lord would be angry but they hadn’t realised he would be this angry. The worst thing was that he was 

absolutely right - the Ranger had promised him the scales and now he was breaking his promise. He felt terrible 

and he didn’t know what to say to make things better. Fortunately the 

Skeleton King had an idea and spoke up saying, 

‘Apologies Lord Stourhead but my great friend the Red Ranger can 

certainly make amends. He is an extremely fine armourer himself. He can 

fabricate the finest armour I have ever seen and, what is more, he can do so 

with any material you care to mention.’ 

Stourhead was interested for a second but then his face grew dark again, 

‘Pah! I already have a fine set of steel armour for battles and an awesome 

set of gold armour inlayed with jewels for special occasions. What could 

you possibly make that would be better than that?’ 

‘I can make armour out of anything, Lord’ said the Ranger. ‘Any wood, any metal, any stone...’ 

‘Any stone you say?’ interrupted the Lord. ‘As it happens I have a grotto on my lands which contains a very fine 

white stone - the hardest stone we have ever found. It is so hard that none of my masons have been able to 

quarry it - it just breaks their tools. If you could make me a set of armour out of this stone I would consider your 

promise to me fulfilled. Be careful, though - we think the grotto is enchanted. At night we hear unearthly noises 

emanating from it and when there is a full moon, strange creatures crawl out and wreak havoc on the land. They 

eat our livestock, trample our crops, bang on the walls of the peasants’ houses and scare the life out of everyone. 

The peasants close up their shutters, lock themselves in and stand with pitchforks ready waiting to fight off any 

monsters that try to break in.’ 



The Red Ranger spoke again, saying ‘Show me the way to the grotto first thing in the morning and I will have a 

suit of white stone armour for you before the day is done.’ 

 

The next morning, the Ranger and the Skeleton King started work. First, they explored the grotto. It had many 

pebbles set into the floor and the walls were of beautiful white stone. It had a pond and, on an island in the 

middle of the pond, there was a large statue of a reclining man with a big beard and huge muscles. There was 

another chamber large enough to contain an underground lake with an even bigger island in the middle of it. On 

this island, in the distance, the Ranger and the Skeleton King could make out two statues of beautiful nyads 

which seemed very well carved and were very beautiful. In yet another part of the grotto, there was a circular 

plinth in the middle of a circular room. On the plinth there stood the statue of a ladybird which was the size of a 

large dog and wore a saddle. 

Ignoring these odd statues for now, the Ranger set to work carving stone from the 

walls. He soon found that this was very difficult because the stone was unbelievably 

tough - the toughest stone he had ever seen. He could see why Lord Stourhead’s 

masons had broken their tools. Fortunately, he had extra, extra special tools. They 

were made of diamond – the hardest substance known to man – and, what is more, 

it was enchanted diamond. A grateful diamond golem had given them to the Red 

Ranger when he rescued the golem’s wife and children. In gratitude, the golem had 

chipped off a piece of his own foot and used it to make fine stone-working tools as 

a gift.  

The Ranger became engrossed in his work and the Skeleton King helped him by 

passing the correct tools at the correct time. By the end of the day, they had 

succeeded in making what the Ranger considered to be just about the finest set of 

stone armour you could possibly imagine. It was tougher than steel and more beautiful than gold and they were 

sure that Lord Stourhead would be delighted. However, it was then that they noticed it was dark. They had been 

so focussed on their work that they had not noticed that night had fallen. There was a circular hole in the ceiling 

above them and through it they could see that tonight the moon was full– exactly the time when Lord Stourhead 

had said that strange creatures crawled out of the grotto. 

‘Look!’ cried the Skeleton King ‘the statue of a ladybird is gone!’ 

The plinth stood empty and the circular chamber echoed with a strange skittering sound. Peering carefully 

around, the Ranger saw something. 

‘There it is!’ he said pointing into a dark corner. He strode towards the ladybird to show that he wasn’t afraid 

and it backed away making scared chittering sounds until it bumped into a wall. The Ranger didn’t speak insect 

language but, fortunately, the Skeleton King did. He had learned it from a book in the many hundreds of years 

that he had been trapped in King Alfred’s Tower. He translated, 

‘The ladybird is scared. He thinks you are going to hurt him.’ 

The Red Ranger made soothing, calming whispering noises a bit like the noises the insect made. Soon it calmed 

down and the Skeleton King translated again, 

‘He is asking if you want to ride on his back.’ 

‘Of course I want to,’ said the Ranger. ‘That sounds awesome.’ 



He jumped on the ladybird’s back and it began to run happily around the chamber. It ran so fast that it could 

run up the walls and along the ceiling without the Ranger falling off. Then, excitedly, they galloped up out of the 

hole in the ceiling and into the open air. On the grass before them stood three figures, indistinct in the darkness. 

The ladybird stopped, suddenly uncertain, and the Ranger leaped from its back. 

‘Who goes there?’ he shouted. 

One of the indistinct figures, the largest of the three, let out a terrifying roar and charged. As it grew closer, the 

Ranger could see that it was the statue of the huge bearded man. It was moving fast, swinging its arms round and 

round and clearly meaning to attack. At the last moment, with a graceful leap, the Ranger pirouetted up – 

seeming to hang in the air for longer than was possible - and landed lightly behind his attacker.  

The statue was confused and fell in a heap on the floor facing up towards the Ranger. But suddenly it did not 

look angry. It looked sad and said, ‘Help us!’ 

The Ranger was surprised and his fighting instincts told him he shouldn’t trust the monster but, at that moment, 

the Skeleton King clambered out of the grotto and, being kind at heart, felt honour-bound to intervene.  

‘How can we help you?’ he asked. The statue simply lay there sadly and did not reply but the other two indistinct 

figures came closer and revealed themselves to be the nyads from the grotto. They began to talk, saying the same 

words at the exact same time, 

‘Help us, please. We have been enchanted and must come alive 

every full moon. The enchantment makes us do terrible things but 

we don’t want to be alive. We just want to be statues and do what 

statues do best – look nice and stay still. Please help us break this 

enchantment.’ 

‘Of course we will help you,’ said the Skeleton King. ‘Who has 

enchanted you?’ 

‘We do not know’ said the nyads. ‘All we know is that the 

enchantment comes from that direction.’ She pointed eastwards. 

‘Hmm’ said the Red Ranger, ‘That is the exact direction of the Tower. I wonder if...’ 

He trailed off and the Skeleton King spoke again, 

‘I have heard that the Dragon Lord has cast this kind of spell before. He enchanted trees and made them come 

alive every Hallows’ Eve. They did much damage and killed many people.’ 

‘Just as I thought,’ cried the Ranger. ‘It’s our nemesis the Dragon Lord. He has enchanted these statues to 

terrorize Stourhead and his people. This makes them too busy and anxious about their own homes to take up 

arms against the Dragon Lord himself. We must go and defeat him once and for all.’ 

The statues were very happy to have a champion on their side and elected to join the Ranger and the Skeleton 

King on their mission but this is not the tale of the breaking of the enchantment - that is another story. 


